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3

A SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL USES OF THE

COMPUTER IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOM

The computer has become an integral tool

in education.

In math classes, in business education classes, in computer
literacy classes, the computer is a well-accepted tool
instruction.

of

However, computers have been slow to enter

most Social Studies classrooms, including my classroom.
Should the computer be used in the Social Studies classroom?
What would be an effective use of computers in the
classroom?

Would the computer be the best tool for that

unit of instruction?
I have been reluctant to use the computer in the past.
I currently use many "tools" in my instruction

books,

magazines, films, videos, tapes, slides, discussions,
inquiry units, independent study, learning contracts,
role-playing, simulations, many "tools."
computer but another tool
reluctant to use it?
instructional

"arsenal

These questions will

of instruction?

" how

Why have I been

can I make effective

use of it?

be addressed by this research project.

A. computer in Social Studies?
B. early investigations
1984

is the

If the computer is introduced into my

I. Introduction

1.

What

4

2 •

1 989-1 99()

3. reservations?

C. roadblocks
1. control

2. time
3. access
4. cost

5. software availability
D. what effect would the computer have in my classroom?
II. Review of Literature
A. technology in society
B. review of software
C. manipulation of data
1. simulations
2. databases

D. "praise" articles
1. individual classroom successes
2. techniques
III. 1990-1991 Experimental

Year

A. teacher utilities
B. teacher-assisted-instruction
C. simulations
D. databases
E. projects
IV. 1991-1992 Implementation Year
A. teacher utilities

B. teacher-assisted-instruction
C. simulations
D. databases
E. projects
F. success?
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

What is the function of Social Studies education?

Is

Social Studies to teach names, places, and dates
exclusively?

Is Social Studies to focus on higher order

thinking and questioning skills?
program must supply both a factual
methodology to the students.

A strong Social Studies
base and a rational

The MFL Social Studies

curriculum identifies the students' higher order thinking
skills as the major point of emphasis in our instruction,
with an additional emphasis on development of a factual
background.

Can the computer bring any improvement to the

delivery of that instruction?

Can the computer be a

tutorial tool

Could I use the computer as a

in my teaching?

motivational tool?
instruction?

Could the computer be used as a tool of

Or even as a teacher utilities aide?

In a 1985 study Goodlad found that two-thirds of
teachers "chalk and talk" with the emphasis on memorization
of material

■

1

The study noted that most of the use of

computers has been in math and science so far.

This seems

natural, since "computer science" has its foundation in the
formulas of mathematics and the technology of science.

In

commenting on this study, Massialas and F'apagiannis
expressed the belief that a true revolution would occur when

7

the "soft" subjects began to utilize the ci:::1mputer.2
saw the computer as a tool

They

to progress from memorization

toward analysis, synthesis, and the forming of conclusions.
They felt that Social Studies, being a "soft'' subject, was
ready for such a revolution.

Steve Bailey argued in 1987

that Social Studies was the best discipline for the use of
computers. 3

Morrissett in 1984 predicted the computer would

become a catalyst for a future revolution in the teaching of
Social Studies. 4

In 1987 Ehman and Glenn opinioned that the

reason the computer had not brought about a revolution in
the classroom was because so few people used them.5

The

question remains, am I ready for the computer-assisted
revolution?

Am I, as a reluctant innovator, ready for

computer-assisted instruction?

Will the computer improve

the quality of instruction that my students receive?

Will

my students be more motivated by using the computer?
This is not the first time that I asked myself about
the use of computers in my ~~dssroom.

Seven years ago I

investigated the materials available for computers in Social
Studies.

I found a 1 imited number of elementary tutorial

programs and a few simulations.
capital

MECC OREGON TRAIL and state

tutorials were the main offerings available for my

classroom.

My professional

judgement was that I could do

just as well without the computer.

My paper-and-pencil

simulations were more effective than mechanical simulations
1

ike the OREGON TRAIL.

My review games and paper map

8

exercies were more effective than the very simplistic
computer tutorials available.

With only a few computers

available at MFL seven years ago, I decided that my efforts
were better spent in more traditional methods.
During the 1989-1990 school year I was forced to
reevaluate this judgement.
curriculum review rotation.

MFL participates in a five-year
In the process of this

curriculum rewrite and update of Social Studies, I was
forced by necessity to use a computer word processing
program (APPLEWORKS) to complete the project.
courses to revise, the task was substantial.

With six
Additionally,

as department chairman, I was responsible for general
philosophy, guidelines, needs assessments, and scope and
sequence documents.

'
I was amazed
at the results.

I revised

the material a number of times, making the word processor
invaluable.

The entire curriculum file is stored on a

computer disk.
revisions will

My principal assures me that any future
be much easier because of the computer.

But the task was only beginning.
all

Changing textbooks in

my classes in the same year proved a major task.

With

six classes to teach (three preparations each semester), I
knew to redo all my study guides, tests, and quizes would be
monumental.

But with some friendly advice from the office

staff I became functional with the APPLEWORKS "commands,"
producing the necessary study guides, test, and quizes.
results have been positive.

The

9

As I used the computer I became interested in its
possible uses in the classroom.

But I was still

uncomfortable with the computer as a classroom tool .

My

principal, an advocate of computers, said that as I became
more familiar with computers myself, as I made more personal
use of the computers, I would find their use in my classroom
easier to achieve.
observation.

Des Monk in 1988 questioned such an

Monk reported that Economics teachers are more

1 ikely to have personal

computers than any other Social

Studies teachers, but these same Economics teachers are not
using the computer in their classrooms to any greater degree
than their collegues.6

Monk found this puzzling, as do I.

Would I use the computer if I became comfortable with the
computer's capabilities?

'-

Would merely using an APPLEWORKS

word processing program make me more comfortable with the
computer?

Or must I expand my computer use to more tasks?

Even if I became more comfortable with using the computer,
is the computer a "necessary" tool for my classroom?
The availability of suitable software was a concern.
In 1 ight of the lack of materials available in my earlier
search, were there now computer materials available that
would enhance my classroom?

With the help of the Area

Education Agency and a very kind computer instructor at MFL
High School, I began to search.

Over a two day span, I

engaged in a "browsing" and "hands-on" search at the AEA
(Area Education Agency).

The AEA computer consultant
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offered a number of interesting possibilities for classroom
use of the computer.

John Waterman, an MFL computer

instructor, was very helpful
of software.

in identifying possible sources

The materials available had mushroomed in the

preceding years!
However, the true enlightenment came during the Spring
1990.

A senior boy who displayed very limited intellectual

drive in the classroom made a presentation/demonstration of
Nintendo.

He seemed to come alive, as did his classmates.

The enthusiasm, the skill, the thinking was beyond my
expectations.
this youthful

At first I was as most adults, critical of
"vice."

This loathing gradually turned to

fear, fear that I would have to compete in the classroom

with such a powerful opponent for that student's attention.
But must I compete?

Could this youthful enthusiasm be

harnessed to my advantage?

During the Winter 1990-1991 I

attended a multi-media workshop through our AEA.

The

presenter advocated tying the computer, the VCR, the
camcorder, laser discs, all existing technologies together
to create Classroom Nintendo!

The classroom possibilities

were tremendous to consider.
But along with the possibilities there also came
problems.

Shepherd in 1985 expressed the opinion that the

computer has many benefits but there are many problems
attached to computer use.7

Marcia Johnson foretold of

problems centering on lack of teaching resources, effective

11

time management, availability of software, and the physical
limitations of the normal classroom in 1987.B

These problem

areas are present in most schools, including MFL.
Roadblocks are always present to hinder innovation.
Definite roadblocks existed to hinder the use of the
computer, but were they insurmountable?
surmounting those roadblocks worthwhile?

Was the effort of
I see the

potential roadblocks at MFL to include: "control

II

of the

computer, time avaialabil ity, ease of access to computers,
cost, and software availability.
First consider the question of control.

Most Social

Studies teachers are oriented toward books and the
chalkboard.

Lecture predominates.

Most teachers seem to

desire to control their classroom environment.

I have tried

to be innovative, and take pride in using a variety of
techniques in my instruction.

But a machine replacing me?

Joseph Stoltman (1983) expressed the belief that computers
cannot replace teachers.9

I hope he is right.

I was very

reluctant to make use of a tool that I felt 1 ittle control
over.

Whether from insecurity, ego, or tradition, I feel

the need to control the activities in my classroom.

But

what classroom tools that I presently use can I effectively
control?
textbook?

Can I control the content of a film, or a
Even though I do not control the content, I

continue to use these materials.

Because I do not control

the content, I ask my students to be critical thinkers.
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Would they be any less able to deal

with the computer?

I

use videos often, enjoying the ability to manipulate the
sequences, to "zap" all
"zap" a computer?
computer?

unwanted material.

Could I not

Would my students be able to handle a

The answer as any parent can testify is yes.

The

young are more capable of dealing with electronic gadgets
than are their adult parents.

In many households, who

programs the VCR, the college-educated adult or the
Nintendo-educated child?
Next the question of time.

My school district, MFL, is

a consolidated district in northeast Iowa, with a K-12
enrollment of approximately 750.

Each semester I teach

three seventh grade American History classes, two World
Geography classes to high school students, and a twelfth
grade Sociology class.

In the second semester the History

classes become World Cultures and the Sociology becomes
Economics.

I have 1 imited time with a number of

preparations.

My time is further 1 imited by coaching and

family obligations.

Innovation is time consuming.

Effective computer instruction requires great amounts of
time and effort to accompl ish.10

Lack of time for

preparation could be another roadblock.
Third, consider access to the computers.

The MFL

district has a computer lab of 15 Apple IIGS computers, 10
Apple IIGS computers in the Business Department, and another
10 Apple Ile computers scattered throughout the Junior High
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and High School building.

Most of these computers are

scheduled for four periods a day for computer classes and
for business classes.

Access to computers for my students

would require careful scheduling, and understanding
cooperation from the MFL faculty.

Ease and frequency of

access to the computers could be another roadblock.
Fourth, the question of cost.

Budget restraints are a

constant problem, a definite roadblock, in a small school.
The message sent to the Iowa public by the Iowa Legislature
and the Governor is that state agencies, including local
schools, will be experiencing cutbacks in funding.
good times, school funding has been 1 imited.

Even in

According to

C. S. Moseley, in 1987, about 2¼ of school operating
expenses went for the purchase of instructional materials,
roughly $60 per student.

Of that $60, approximately $9 went

for S"ocial Studies inc:-:.;·uctional materials.11

The price of

computer hardware is a major expense, an annual question of
budget, as is the cost of computer software.

Fortunately,

the Area Education Agency has made available some computer
software of interest to Social Studies in the AEA lending
1 ibrary.

The AEA also purchased copying rights to a number

of published computer programs.
software could be minimal.

The cost to MFL for

The cost of computer hardware

will remain a constant problem.
Lastly, the question remained, was there usable
computer software available for my classroom?

My few days
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at AEA with their computer consultants made it clear that
the computer was feasible for use in my classroom.

The

computer could be added to my arsenal of instructional
tools.

Good software was available.

But was the computer to be a valuable tool, or was it a
passing fad?

Was all the effort to introduce the computer

into my classroom justified?

Or would this "revolution" go

the wav of programmed learning (in other words, disappear!)?
As early as 1984, some schools had experienced 15 years of
computer usage.

They noted a declining interest in

computers, but planned to continue using computers to
maximize discussion and analysis time in the classroom.12

My unsubstantiated feeling, based on observation of the
growth ' in the past few years of computer usage, is that
computers are here, and here to stay.
VCRs just ten years ago?
today.

How many homes had

Very few, but VCRs are very common

Home computers, office computers, computer-billing,

computer-message-services all are becoming more common.

The

computer is part of the world that my students live in.
By using the computer, could I bring the students'
world into the classroom?

How could I use the computer

effectively in my classroom?
my instructional style?

What could the computer do for

Ehman and Glenn (1987) saw the

computer as a very flexible tool of instruction, adapting to
many teaching styles.13
their classrooms?

What have other teachers done in

Denney Daetz

(1985) had great success in

,:1 ·-'

the classroom with the computer.
simulations to be effective. 14

Daetz especiallv found
Despite all

the potential

problems. I wanted to use the computer.
Through discussions with my principal, with the AEA
computer consultants, with the MFL computer teachers, I felt
a need to update, to modernize my instruction.

I enjoy the

feeling of being an innovative teacher, of being on the
leading edge of instructional technique.

The computer would

seem to be the next avenue of change in instruction.

As

Massailas and F'apagiannis saw the computer "revolutionizing"
Social Studies instruction, I wanted to try this new
technology.

I always have some hesitation to try new

techn ique,s, most 1 y because I must delete some "proven,
friendly" 'unit or technique to make way for the innovation.
Education seems to have a bureaucratic inertia, that holds
onto the classic strategies, even after the environment and
the students have changed.
nonetheless.

I enjoy change, but resist

But for my own peace of mind, for my own sense

of fulfillment,

I needed to experiment with the computer.

I could have plunged.

In years past I would have, but

the U.N.I. graduate program has had some influence.

Summer

1990 was an opportunity to consult the 1 iterature on
computers in the Social Studies.

The literature could

possibly reinforce my decision to experiment with computers.
Maybe the

1

iterature could offer suggestions of effective

uses of the computer.

16

My beginning quest raised a number of questions.

It

would be good to review those questions as I embark on my
next step -- the review of literature.
include:

The questions raised

what would be an effective use of the computer?

Would the computer be the best tool for the task?
computer improve the quality of instruction?
computer be used for tutorials?
a motivational

tool?

Can the

Can the

Could I use the computer as

Does the computer have uses as a

teacher utilities aide?
answer these questions.

The literature should begin to
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A review of the 1 iterature is overwhelmingly favorable
toward computer-aided instruction in the Social Studies
classroom.

Most of the articles were devoted to advocacy,

to the praise of computer use in Social Studies classrooms.
Very few negative articles were in evidence.
the articles in general

The scope of

was limited, with very 1 ittle

systematic research involved.
Technology
A number of articles, especially in the mid-1980's,
suggested the computer as an illustration of technology in
our society.

Such articles often advocated the computer in

the Social Studies classroom be ysed to illustrate the
influence of technol o·gy on society and as an agent of future
change.

Glenn and Rawitsch offered the computer as a tool

for retrieving and analyzing information in 1984.

They

proposed using the computer as an example of our
technological

future.15

Rosenweig

(1985) suggested team

teaching a geography lesson using computers; the Social
Studies instruction would focus on the computer as an
illustration of the social
technologies. 16

implications of new

Schug and Kepner (1985) proposed teaching

how computers would influence society.17

These technology
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articles proposed using the computer in the classroom to
illustrate technology in our society.
The articles suggested that computers were in 1 imited
use in schools however.
only 1%

of total

Henry Becker in 1986 found that

computer use in kindergarten through third

grade was in Social

Studies.

Only 4l of computer use in

fourth through ninth grades was in Social Studies.

And only

1% of computer use in ninth through twelfth grades was in
Social Studies.

Becker's sample derived from surveys

completed by 2361 schools in 1985.18

Becker, saw very

limited use of computers in Social Studies.

The computer

might ,be an example of future technologies, but Becker found
it being used infrequently.
Software
Professional

journals such as SOCIAL STUDIES, SOCIAL

EDUCATION, ELECTRONIC LEARNING, and agencies such as
E.R.I.C., all

attempt to review software on a regular basis.

The reviews generally include publisher, software title,
suggested retail

price, projected audience or users,

computer format, a short description of the program, and
frequently a subjective evaluation of the strengths and
weaknesses of the software.
tell

Monthly or quarterly columns

of new software programs and projects currently under

development.

Most articles are attributed to the editors or

to a review panel.

Theses articles are offered as an

19
alternative to previewing the software before purchase
(publishers are very reluctant ta allow examination of their
materials prior to purchase).
Some review articles expand beyond the normal
format.

review

Dave Weaver in 1986 rated software for an E.R.I.C.

study, b~t he expanded his focus to encourage the use of
databases to teach problem-salving skills.19

Leslie Eiser

in 1987 described the computer software available for
teaching the U.S. Constitution.20

Mark Walbert (1988)

reviewed textbook companion software programs produced by
textbook publishers to accompany their texts.

Walbert

contends that mast software included with textbooks is
largely an electronic version of the published workbook.21
'
Reviewers, such as Walbert, are
helpful to teachers.

Such software review articles are useful

to the classroom

teacher, much as CONSUMER REPORTS is useful

to the consumer.

The software review articles can serve as a media catalog
for software, much as AEA media catalogs offer information
an films, videos, and filmstrips.

Information on color

graphics, designs of graphics, length, supplemental
materials were 1 imited in these articles.
A few articles analyzed the software positively.

Schug

(1988) surveyed Social Studies teachers, finding a concern
about a shortage of high school software.

As a result,

Schug found that only one in five was using the computer in
instruction.22

Schug felt that the problem was not the
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software but the teachers' discomfort with computers.

He

called for intensive training of teachers in software
selection and instructional
computer.

techniques involving the

Schug saw the software as adequate to the task.

ThE problem was with the reluctance of the teachers to make

use of that software.
The reluctance of teachers to make use of the computer
software was addressed in other articles.

Marlow Ediger

(1987) expressed the opinion that all educational
philosophies were compatible with computer usage.23

Ediger

thought that behavorists would adapt the computer to a
logical sequentia, curriculum; the humanists would emphasize
student-teacher planning and an open curriculum utilizing
the computer.

Ediger advocated that all computer lessons,

based on either philosophy, be 1) meaningful and achievable,
2) sequential, 3) purposeful.

Thus any teaching style can

incorporate computers according to Ediger.

Flouris (1987)

challenged software producers to address clearly identified
Social Studies goals in their programs.24

If clearly

defined goals are used in both the software and in the
instruction, Ediger and Flouris felt the computer would be
effective.
A few authors analyzed the software negatively.

James

Snaden (1988) wrote for a college audience but addressed a
concern held by secondary instructors as well.

Snaden found

college geographers were making use of computers for desktop
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publishing, word processing, computer-assisted-learning, and
computer mapping.

But these geographers were not involved

in creating the software that was in use.

Snaden felt that

geographers must be involved in developing geography
software, or the study of geography will
content and qual ity.25

become limited in

If the future holds increased use of

the computer, with the computer as a tool of research and
study, Snaden felt that all

social

scientists must become

computer 1 iterate.
Manipulation of Data: Simulations
A wealth of literature has been produced espousing the
benefits of the comp~ter in the manipulation of data.
such use of data manipulation is the simulation.

One

Carroll

in

1986-found many benefits in computer simulations, using as
an illustration the LINCOLU'S DECJSIONS simulation.26
Simulations can be hiitorical, as in Carroll's example, or
simulations can "recreate" a locale.

A simulation attempts

to create a situation in a classroom that approximates
reality or illustrates an important trait of reality.
McClymer in 1987 saw positive benefits from the use of
computer games and simulations.27

McClymer saw simulations

without follow-up activities as a waste of time.
did feel

McClymer

that simulations were very good at motivating

students to investigate the subject matter involved.
Garfield found such motivation possible even with college

students, making the teaching of world civilizations more
interesting.2B
While most articles talked of published simulations, a
few articles described independently written simulations
using the computer.

Ferguson (1989) described a complicated

project to write a computer simulation of Indiana history,
allowing fourth graders to write their own simulation.29
The simulation project was seen as a great success by tbe
author.

William Cirullo used the computer to simulate a

trip around the state of Indiana for his fourth grade class.
The class used the simulation to compare the various
sections of the state and to contrast the differences
between the sections.30

While in many ways similar to the

Ferguson activity, Cirullo has extensive follow-up
activities, as suggested by McClymer.
One article showed a computer simulation that was used
to predict the future.

Ian Moffatt constructed interactive

simulations to illustrate possible environmental
current economic and sotial policies.31
al 1 m-Jed the students to "what if

II

impacts of

Such a simulation

in a variety of

situations, with many discussions and value judgements being
raised by the simulation.

This simulation is based on

predicting certain outcomes as dictated by the interaction
of economic factors.

Such a simulation serves almost as a

bridge to the next type of article, concerning the database.
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Manipulation of Data: Databases
Databases are often a compilation of numbers, of
resources, of religions, of facts concerning a l ist of
nations, states, or regions.

Databases might be seen as

encyclopedic Facts in Brief in table form.

Many articles

have been written advocating the use of databases in the
Social Studies classroom.

Bil of

(1987), Brown (1987), Budin

(1987), Cohen (1987), Canipe (1983), Freeman and Tagg_
(1985), -Jagger (1988), Hunt and Allen (1988) al 1 found
databases effective in the classroom.
In some of the articles the authors dealt with the
philosophy behind the use of the database.
saw the- database as an essential
participation.

tool

Parisi in 1985

for future citizenship

The article described the database as 'a tool

for information retrieval

in the future.32

Parisi felt that

computers were male bi~sed, and that great care must be
taken to insure equal access for young ladies to those
computers.

Parisi was concerned that a powerful

tool, such

as a database, be used by everyone in a class.
Some authors wanted to emphasize certain techniques in
the use of databases.
Rooze.

One strong author of this type was

Rooze in 1987 found databases changed students from

passive to active learners. 3 3

Rooze continued in that

article that the teacher must teach thinking.

To do so

meant the teacher was required to display effective
questioning technique, maintain an encouraging atmosphere,
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and above all, display patience.

Rooze, earlier in 1986,

had written that if the teacher wanted to use the database,
that teacher should instruct the students in how to use that
database.

The students must be taught how to manipulate the

database, and how to draw conclusions from the information
derived.34

Rooze concluded in that 1986 article that the

students could be helped to find relationships, to see cause
and effect, to compare and contrast, to draw conclusions,
and to evaluate the information in the database.
Rooze deal

Parisi and

with databases in general and give few examples.

But the articles do emphasize the power, the usefulness, and
the capabilities of the database.
Other authors dealt with specific databases and with
'

their experiences with those databases.

Graeber (1986) had

success with computer graphing of information to foster
higher level thinking_skills, using Civil War resources
l ists.3 5

Yaiger (1987) used databases in student research,

going beyond simple census data.36

Yaiger makes the point

that databases are not confined to group use but can enter
individual student research.
Some authors pointed out that construction of databases
can be time consuming and difficult.

Databases can be

effective computer tools, but the time constraints on
construction of individual databases is present.

A more

effective approach might be to modify an existing database,
as Hazzard (1987) did with sixth graders.

Hazzard was able

to add new files and create new comparisons and contrasts
for the students. 37

Most database programs offer the

possibility of modification.
Other authors drastically altered existing databases to
create the format they needed for their own unique projects.
Martha (1986) had students use spreadsheets and databases to
construct their own government handbook, analyzing trends
and issues.3 8

James Hantula of U.N.I. used E.R.I.C. to

create a database to study Asian culture.39

The E.R.I.C.

database is a government sponsored program 1 inked to a
variety of computer systems nationwide.

However, the

equipment necessary is expensive, as noted by Hantula.
These authors took existing databases and modified them to
create in essence new databases.
Some of the articles advocated the database as a
beginning point in a l~rger unit of study.

Michael Russ

thought databases developed skills of inquiry, analysis, and
problem-solving.40

Russ used the database to begin

discussions and research, to foster such higher order
learning.

Miller (1986) used a MacIntosh computer, a pen

plotter, and a database to teach urban historical
geography. 41

DeLeeuw and Waters (1986) raised great hopes

for the use of computerized atlases.42

Philip Duchastel

taught Canadian geography using hypercard technalogy.43
Hypercard is the next step beyond the database.
is stored in individual

"cards'' in the computer.

Information
The
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computer can sort, classify, list, rearrange on command the
information to illustrate varying degrees of relationship.
The numerous articles available see the database as a very
powerful

tool

for analysis.

A few articles dealt with the manipulation of data but
did not use simulations or databases.

The most

comprehensive of such articles came from the FBI Academy.
John LeDoux and Charles Stanley reported on a study at the
FBI Academy.

Although the students were very different from

my MFL students, the results are interesting.

They taught

one class with an interactive lecture method, another class
with only computers, and another class with both lecture and
computers.

On th~ achievement tests that followed, the

poorest results came from the lecture class.

The classes

using computers performed equall~as well as each other, and
superior to the lecture class.

The students rated the

computer classes as superior to the lecture class.44

The

computer programs used in the study were word processing
programs to identify relationships between various law
codes, to compare and contrast the data.

McAteer (1986) and

Greenberg (1987) advocated the simple use of the word
processor by the students to complete assignments.

The word

processor is a manipulator of data, of words, sentences, and
paragraphs.
powerful tool

The authors saw the word processor as a
for students in the manipulation of data.
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Through databases (commercially constructed or student
constructed or teacher constructed), through information
based simulations, through spreadsheets and word processors,
students can become information users.

The authors viewed

the computer as a tool of information management with great
potential .
"Praise" Arti,-l e•:::;: Uti 1 ities
The 1 iterature reports many successes within individual
classrooms.

Teachers make use of the computer in many ways.

Patricia Hanham sees a real

savings in time using

grading/management computer software.45

Delbert Jurdan saw

the computer as a tool of classroom management for such
recordkeeping .46

Whett-~r for grading, for attendance

reporting, typing, creating tests/quizes, teacher utility
programs are seen by these author-s as an effective computer
use in the classroom.
"Praise" Articles: I n:-truct ion
Other authors focus on curriculum.

They talked of

their success in bringing the computer into the mainstream
curriculum.

Fletcher (1987) called for bringing the

computer into the curriculum, not creating a separate
computer curriculum.47
instructional

He saw the computer as an

tool, not a separate curriculum area.

Other authors praised the computer as an aide in their
instruction.

When used as a tool of instruction, the
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computer was seen as effective.

Johnson saw many possible

applications in the Middle School, both for teachers and
students.48

She was especially interested in using the

computer to assist instruction.
Some authors cautioned that the computer must, however,
be used with care.
old techniques.

The computer can assist, not replace,

Sunal-Szymanski and Warash-Gibson cautioned

that in geography, students should use maps and globes in
conjunction with any computer mapping.49

Forsyth and Laney

in 1987 made the point that a geography computer game was
more effective when used with a variety of maps.50

Most of

the authors wanted the computer to be used in the classroom
in the existing curriculum, not as a separate curriculum.
"Praise" Articles: Tutorial
The computer can also be tutorial.

Steve Horton found

a computerized map tutorial to be significantly more
effective that the traditional
methods.51

atlas and map instruction

Horton's sample was very small, but his

conclusions are worthy of consideration.
all students learn at the same rate.
motivated the same.

Logistically, not

Not all

students are

The computer can give additional

practice in skills to students needing extra drill.
Students requiring extra incentives can use the computer as
a motivational
academic areas.

tool

for desired performance in other

Even one classroom computer can be used for
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such purposes.

Additionally, enrichment for advanced

students can be scheduled.

Horton used the computer to

tutor, to motivate, and to enrich.
"Praise" Articles: Student Projects
The computer is not confined to group efforts.
Vlahakis (1988) reported on the use of the word processor to
,:-,..,

make history projects such as colonial ne~1spapers. ·-•L

Baer

(1987) used files created on a ward processor and a modem to

communicated between two schools from different sections of
the state, thus e:-:periencing an "information and cultural"
exchange. 5 3

Whether for assignments or far student

initiated research, the computer was seen by the authors as
effective.

Such computer uses require student access to

computers, which the authors saw as a potential drawback.
Skepticism
Not all the authors consulted agreed that computers
would work smoothly in our schools.
came from Marcia Johnson.

A rare critical article

She saw problems with a lack of

computer resources, lack of adequate software, and the
physical

1

imitations of schools' physical plants.54

But

Johnson ended with the belief that all the presented
problems could be solved.

Ehman and Glenn in 1987 suggested

that even though computers were present in our schools, not
enough computers are available for teachers' and students'
use.

They also felt that the software available was all
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very similar, offering little variety.55

But such critical

views were in the minority of sources consulted.
Good questions were being raised, but 1 ittle systematic
research was being done.

Roessler in 1987 concluded that

the motivational benefits of computers alone were sufficient
to justify their use.56

On the other hand, Ehman and Glenn

concluded that ''if you do not know how to use one, and
cannot get access to one easily, it is simpler to keep doing
what you are doing without a computer. 57
11

Both opinions

were justified, but continued to be opinions, and not
verifiable facts.
An 1986 article by .James Lengel saw the development of
computers as three staged.

The first stage, the P stage,

found computers introduced to a select few within the
school.

The D stage followed, with the computer being

diffused to other are~s.

Emphasis in the D stage was on

drill, with a resulting disillusionment in computer usage.
The third stage, the T stage, finds the computer becoming a
tool

for the classroom.

In the T stage the computer is not

an end in itself or even a separate subject matter (such as
MFL Computer Literacy class).

Lengel recommended that

Social Studies teachers skip the first two stages and
proceed immediately to the T stage.58

Lengel advocated a

new approach to computer use, with the computer being
"mainstreamed."
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Joseph Stoltman viewed the computer in 1983 as the
servant, the discipline or subject matter as the master.

In

practice, he saw that the reverse was happening in 1983.
The computer (the "servant
matter (the "master").

11

)

vJas dictating to the subject

Stoltman saw three functions for the

computer: 1) as a stand alone instructional tool, 2) as an
assist or instructional support device, and 3) as an
experimental tool of inquiry and discovery.
saw the then-current drill
first category.

His an~lysis

and practice software as the

He saw the computer simulations of Tom

Snyder as fulfilling the second category.

In the

discussion, Stoltman noted the ability and utility of using
just one computer in the classroom, and the value of
..__

cooperative groups.
later writers.

These themes would be picked up by

Finally, Stoltman saw the thrid category

filled by the "what if

... " questions of students.

Unfortunately, the teacher is the "ga.tekeeper" of the
computer tool.
well

The teacher allows only very controlled,

monitored use of the computer.59

Weigand in 1985

e:-:pressed much the same vie~"', for when the teacher "owns"
the computer, the students become button-pushers rather than
active learners.60
to the teacher.

Irma Penn saw the computer as an adjunct

She opinioned that even one computer can

become as effective as many.61
viewed the computer as a tool
tool •

Stoltman, Weigand, and Penn

.

for the teacher, a powerful
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The literature consulted showed a variety of views of
the computer in the Social Studies classroom.

Some authors

saw the computer as an illustration of technology, an
example of futurism for the classroom.

Other authors

devoted themselves to reviewing the software available, and
nffering corrective advice for software publishers.

Many

authors told of the benefits of data manipulation possible
with the computer.

Whether using databases, simulations, or

word processors, the authors predicted benefits for the
students.

Most authors "sang the praises" of the computer,

whether from practical successes in their own classrooms or
from a theoretical framework.

Still other authors were

skeptical of the computer as currently in use.

These

authors suggested different approaches, approaches they
advocated.

Two "facts" seem to show forth: first, that

little systematic res_earch has been done on the topic.
Second, that little critical

information is available.

The

1 iterature offers encouragement for teachers to use the
computer in their classrooms.
The review of 1 iterature did nothing to discourage my
aim to introduce the computer into my Social Studies
classroom.

The reported successes were numerous.

The

criticism was tempered by projected benefits with a modified
approach.

The 1 iterature did offer a number of

possibilities for the use of the computer in the classroom.

As I entered the 1990-1991 school year, I had a wealth of
ideas to test.
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CHAPTER THREE
1990-1991: EXPERIMENTAL YEAR
I was committed to use the computer on an experimental
basis for the 1990-1991 school

year.

I gained a number of

ideas for computer use from the review of the 1 iterature.
Conversations with professionals, who are currently using
computers in their classes, generated other possible uses of
the computer.

I planned to try the computer in as many ways

as possible during 1990-1991.

Such experimentation would

identify the strengths and weaknesses of th~ computer in my
classroom.

Using the strengths discovered by experimenting,

I would formulate a plan to incorporate the computer into
the MFL Social Studies curriculum.
My experimentation would focus on five areas: teacher
utility programs, CAI

(computer-assisted-instruction),

simulations, databases, and student projects.
Teacher Utility Programs
Teacher utility programs are designed to assist the
teacher in test/quiz construction, in worksheet/puzzle
construction, in grading, recordkeeping, attendance, even
calendar and scheduling.

My initial use of teacher utility

programs was using APPLEWORKS word processing software to
complete a curriculum revision in 1989-1990.

Without that

initial step, I probably would not be attempting this
computer project.

For many teachers the first step in

computer use is the teacher utility programs.

Ehman and

Glenn (1987)
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commented that teachers did not use computers

because they were not familiar with computers.

Ehman and

Glenn observed that the best way to become familiar with the
computer was to use teacher utility programs.

By using the

utility programs, the teacher can become acquainted with the
computer's power and capabilities.
The power and utility of the computer became evident to
me during the 1989-1990 MFL Social Studies curriculum
revision.

MFL uses a five-year curriculum revision

rotation.

1989-1990 was the year for Social Studies to

rewrite the curriculum and to order new textbooks.

The MFL

secondary principal, serving as curriculum director for the
school, directed that all

revised curriculum documents be

stored on computer disk.

Since the final

document must be

entered into the computer using a word processor for
computer storage, I decided to attempt to use the APPLEWORKS
word processing progr~m to complete my portion of the
curriculum.

Traditional curriculum revision methods would

call for typing, revising, retyping.

The word processor

allowed such revisions without retyping.

With the help of

the office staff, I learned enough commands to be functional
with the software.

Upon completion of the curriculum

project I observed some benefits from using the computer.
First, there was a definite time savings.

These savings

came as a result of the freedom from retyping.

The

edited/rewritten documents were revised on the computer
screen.

Second, the word processor possessed power not
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found in the typewriter.

The curriculum format was changed

with little difficulty using the computer.

Such a change

would have bee~ difficult using more traditional methods.
Third, the computer was used as a desktop publisher, placing
graphics and charts very neatly into the final

document.

Such illustrations would not have been included if other
methods were being used.

Fourth, the small computer disk

became the file copy, at a great savings in file space.
Lastly, the ne:-:t revision of the curriculum will be a task
of re-editing rather than starting all over.

The power of

the computer was very clear.
APPLEWORKS, the word processing software, could be
considered a teacher utility program.

I used the software

in 1990-1991 to construct all the reading assignment study
guides, all the review sheets, all the tests and quizes.
These documents are stored on computer disk and can be
easily revised or changed using the word processor.

I use

this same software on our recently purchased home computer.
This paper is being drafted using APPLEWORKS.

One factor in

my conversion to computer-use has been the utility of the
word p~ocessing programs.
If my experience with APPLEWORKS word processing had
been less successful, I wonder if I would have continued
investigating the computer.

If I had had a negative

experience with the word processor, I probably would have
rejected other applications of the computer.
e:-:periences "sold" me on computer Lise.

My positive

Probably the main
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"selling point" of the word processor v-Jas it's ability to
cut-and-paste.

Here was a tool

that allowed you to

cut-and-paste without a scissors or tape, often in a
fraction of the time.
to be very useful

I found the word processing programs

in creating the paper documents I needed

to teach my classes.

I now have a new tool

in my teaching

kit.
Teachers make use of many teaching tools in preparing
for their classes.

The computer is one of the most recent

tools being offered to teachers.
reluctant to use this new tool .

But many teachers are
The arguments are

Maybe we can gain an insight by considering

predictable.

the introduction of an earlier teaching tool, the "movie
projector."

Some teachers of e:-~perienced years were very

' the "projector."
reluctant to use

Some teachers could never

figure out how to thread a "projector."

Setting the sound
Often the

loop or focusing the picture were too difficult.

"projector" ~...,as in some remote part of the bui 1 ding so not
available.

Or the "projector" was fine, but the films

available were worthless.
all

The movie screen was broken or

the electrical outlets were full

at other times.

Besides, such new technology was more entertainment than it
was education.
"projector."

It was easier just not to use the
The rationale for avoidance was elaborate.

Could we substitute a more recent teaching tool

into the

above description and still hear very similar justifications
for avoiding its use?

Could we substitute "computer" in the
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des.cript ion for "projector?"

I see the arguments used by

teachers for avoiding computer use as being very similar to
arguments used by earlier teachers to avoid other forms of
technology in teaching.

My earlier experiences gave me an

advantage over these reluctant teachers.
experience was positive.

My initial

I am anxious to continue to

experiment with other applications for the computer.
Another possible application, another teacher utility
program, is GRADE MANAGER.

The computer gradebook was part

of my 1990-1991 computer experiment.

The High School

principal was encouraging teachers to experiment with
computer grading and recordkeeping.

Since my intent for

1990-1991 was just such experimentation, I agreed to try
computer grading.

The attempt was not successful.

I

discontinued the GRADE MANAGER after the first quarter.
major difficulty was computer access.

The

I did not have a

computer in my classrQom, making entry of grades very
inconvenient.

While the time required to enter the grades

was minimal, the time and effort to transport all the
necessary materials to the computer lab was substantial.
Additionally, it seemed wasteful.

The $2 cost of a paper

gradebook compared to the $2000 cost of a "computer
gradebook" made me feel

e:-:travegant.

In the literature,

some writers questioned whether some teacher utilities, such
as computer grading, are an effective use of the computer.
To these authors, existing methods seem adequate and
cost-effective.

I agree, with one reservation.

The MFL
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plans for GRADE MANAGER call

for frequent student progress
I view

updates and for computer-generated report cards.

quarterly student progress reporting as currently practiced
at MFL as inadequate.

A more frequent update of grades

would benefit the students, keeping the students focused and
motivated.

Such an improvement would make the added

difficulties of computer grading worthwhile.
Other teacher utility programs such as PRINTSHOP and
PAINTWORKS PLUS helped in the creation of overhead
transparencies, bulletin boards, banners, and charts.
experimented with these programs during 1990~1991.

I

I found

that my overhead transparencies were crisper, clearer, more
eye-catching.

The bulletin boards and banners made the

classroom more exciting and visually vigorous.

When used in

conjunction with National Geographic pictures and other
visuals, the computer-generated materials were informative
and visually arresting.

The students frequently commented

on the displays.
Nice signs are worthwhile.

But teacher utilities mµst

do more than create banners to Justify the use of a
computer.

And teacher utility programs do accomplish more

-- such software saves teacher time.

The main purpose of

teacher utility programs is to save the teacher time.
word processor initially does not save time.

The

The initial

input time in 1990-1991 was slightly more than conventional
methods.

But the time savings in 1991-1992 should more than

compensate for any extra effort necessary in 1990-1991.
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Other teacher utility software must offer some time savings
over cut-and-paste/typewriter methods to justify their
existence.

And I think that such programs do save time.

Time is a valuable commodity to a teacher.

Often we

place value on an object based on its scarcity, how rare it

By this definition, time is a valuable item

is in nature.

I follow a typical

in my day.

secondary teacher and coach.

schedule for a small school
My class load in 1990-1991

consisted of three preparations, six contact classes per
day.

I coached a varsity athletic team each season of the

school

year.

With two small children at home, my day and my

night was ful 1 •

If I am atypical

it is that I have so much

free time, for my wife, a kindergarten teacher, has an even
busier schedule.

Despite 1 imited free time, teachers are

encouraged to assume additional duties.
encouraged to counsel their students.

Teachers are
Teachers are to be

reporters for social agencies or investigators for
governmental groups.

Teachers in a small community become

the mainstays on boards and committees.

Time to a teacher

is a scarce commodity, a valuable commodity.
Teacher utility programs are designed to save teachers
time.

It takes time for a teacher to fulfill

bureaucracy of a school.
1 essons ..

the

It takes time to prepare the

It takes time to correct papers and assignments

and projects.

It takes time to meet the demands of

coaching, family, community, graduate school, and the
classroom.

If the computer and the computer software can be
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a time-saver, the teacher can be more effective in the many
roles he/she must fill •

If the computer frees the teacher

from mundane recordkeeping, that teacher can function more
effectively as a professional

1990--1991

in the classroom.

showed the computer could save time.

Some tasks are better

done by other methods, such as cut-and-paste geography maps.
But overa l l , the computer and the teacher ut i l it i es software
were a welcome addition to my teaching tool

kit.

Computer-Assisted-In~truction
Computer-assisted-instruction materials can take many
forms.

Some are drill-and-practice programs.

programs are skill oriented.

These

They take the user through a

series of questions or tasks to practice a desired skill.
Some drill-and-practice progr~ms are electronic vocabulary
worksheets.

Other software asks the student to identify

facts repetitively.

I tried drilL-and-practice programs in

1990-1991.

MECC ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES offered States I
(capital cities) and States II

(shapes of the states).

These programs proved to be amusing to the students, but
were basically electronic worksheets.

The programs followed

the same pattern, offering 1 ittle randomization.

The States

programs were no more effective than traditional methods had
been in years past.

In past years I used a "Quiz Down"

game, Maps of Mistakes (correct all the mislabeled
locations), cooperative groups, and paper-and-pencil quizes
to review this type of material.

I agree with James Lengel
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that other non-computer methods are just as effective at
times.62

Many times other methods are quicker, cheaper,

easier to prepare, and possibly even more effective.

To be

fair, GEOGRAPHY SKILLS software and GRID MASTER were
drill-and-practice programs that were effective.
programs were set in a game format.

These

A wrong answer would

send the student to a "help section" with background
information on the topic being drilled.

The student

response was positive, with high interest and enthusiastic
play.

Two factors contributed to that success.

First, the

programs were used at the end of th~ 1990-1991 school year,
after the students had experience in computer software and
the "breaking of the code" of games.

Second, both programs

made use of extensive teacher-generated materials before
play began.

But I have trouble justifying the class time

invested for the amount of learning achieved.

If all

the

computer had to offer-was drill-and-practice, I would not be
interested.
Stoltman, in his 1983 article, was very hesitant about
using drill-and-practice programs.
such programs.

He saw limited use for

Drill-and-practice fit Stoltman's first

category of computer use.

He recommended that the teacher

quickly expand beyond this category.

I agree.

If

drill-and-practice software is an electronic worksheet, the
computer is a very expensive workbook.

In addition,

computer access is more difficult to achieve than is access
to a paper workbook.
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I do see some uses for drill-and-practice programs.
Such software could be used as remedial
additional

practice in a skill area.

exercises, to offer

Or these programs

could be motivational, a reward for other work.

These

programs can be used, but not as a focus of computer
instruction.

Drill-and-practice programs are limited, both

by content and by ease of use.
Use of the computer in instruction i s l imited by
hardware as well as software.

One limitation on computer

use in instruction is the size of the display screen.

The

screen is too sma 11 and the c 1 ass is usual l y· too large to
make effective use of the computer.

A few years ago MFL

purchased two attachments for the computers that would
project the computer screen through the overhead projector.
Now the entire class could see the computer screen.

A

single computer could now be an instructional tool for an
entire class.

Technically the screens were great, but

logistically a nightmare to use.
classroom is wonderful.

However, set-up time, scheduling,

ease of access, "hassles" all
use of that technology.

Technology in the

have a negative impact on the

The hassles might include lack of

the proper power cord, a wrong connector for the computer,
failing to flip the correct switches, or a host of other
annoyances that would discourage repeated use of the
technology.

A teacher will reach a 1 imit, a point beyond

which the obstacles are not worth surmounting for the sake
of this specific presentation.

At MFL the projection
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screens had become such an obstacle, a bottleneck that could
limit innovation.

This year we have by-passed this

bottleneck, hooking the computer to 27-inch television
monitors for use with the class.

Used in conjunction with

the VCR, the computer becomes a powerful

tool.

A computer

demonstration can be videotaped for later use by individual
students (whether remedial or an absentee).

Adding a

camcorder to the VCR/computer offers additional

input

possibilities. such as voice-over a video of a computer.
demonstration.

The hardware can be modified to make the

computer more usable in the classroom.

By increasing the

size of the monitor, by recording the computer
demonstration, by adding vocal or musical

capabilities, the

teacher can make the hardware work for them rather than
against them.
The most important aspect of CAI
(computer-assisted-instruction) is how the teacher can make
the computer work as an aide in instruction.

The teacher

uses the capabilities of the computer to aide in the class
presentation.

The computer becomes a "live-action overhead"

to illustrate important points in a lecture.

In Economics,

a demonstration of supply and demand can come alive.
supply curve can change by pressing a key.

The

The class and

the teacher can "what if," can question and discover the
relative importance of different factors on the equation.
The computer can further aid the teacher by limiting
the amount of "down time" for students.

In beginning any
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small
deal

group project, such as a computer exercises, a great
of class time can be wasted initially.

The teacher

might introduce the computer software six ta eight times,
depending an the number of groups using the computer.
Rather than introduce the software in the computer lab ta a
number of groups, the teacher could introduce the unit once,
in the classroom.

The computer with a large view screen

could begin the teaching unit.

This would allow all

the

students to begin the computer activity at the same ti~e,
minimizing "down time" t-Jai ting for the instructor.
Students were reluctant to wait.

During 1990-1991 the

students were anxious to become involved with the computer.
This carried over to class presentations.

I tried computer

..l..

assisted presentations rarely during 1990-1991.

But when

used, the students were attentive to the computer images.
The students were involved in the concepts being taught,
maybe more so than for· similar presentations using the
overhead.

The colors seem more vivid, and the charts and

images move.
Despite such positive outcomes, I used the computer
assisted presentations on only a few occasions.
to make use of the computer for two reasons.
prepare such presentations was a negative.

I wa.s slow

The time to
The time

necessary to prepare a quality presentation seemed
prohibitive.

But more importantly, my confidence level

the computer and its capabilities was lacking.

in

Confidence
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in a new technique comes with frequent use and with
practice.
I see great potential
instruction.

for the computer as an aide to

The computer could be used to introduce a new

computer program to the entire class.
become a
idea.

11

The computer can

1 ive-action overhead" to illustrate a concept or

The computer can make the presentation format more

efficient, thus 1 ii11iting student "down time."
the computer can energize a tired lecture.
great potential
classes.
1991-1992.

In general ,

There is truly a

for computer-assisted-instruction in my

Summer 1991 c~n be used to prepara CAI units for
During the 1991-1992 school

year I will

have a

computer in my classroom, making CAI units less "hassle"
plagued.

It would be ideal

to have additional computers in

'my classrooom, at roughly a 3:1 ratio (based on cooperative
learning groupings).

But reality tempers such hopes, making

a single computer being used for presentations worthwhile.
I can always bring additional
as needed.

computers into the classroom

As I becoome more familiar with the computer and

as computer access becomes easier, I hope to make increased
use of computer-assisted-instruction.

One such use for CAI

could be SLIDESHOP.
One avenue that I did not investigate in 1990-1991 that
could be useful

in 1991-1992 would be using the SLIDESHOP

software in my presentations.

SLIDESHOP would allow the

teacher to connect the computer, the VCR, and the camcorder
together, with the computer controlling the other units.
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Images from the computer, from the classroom <via the
camcorder), from videotapes (via the VCRJ, could be linked
together.

In the past I spent numerous hours creating

slide/tape presentations for classroom presentation.

This

software could do the same thing, in a much shorter time.
could link current events with historic events.

I

I could

show a volcanic eruption as a sequential process of nature.
A historic figure could become a reflection of his/her time
and environment.

SLIDESHOP could add visuals to my

presenatations, thus improving the quality of the
instruction.
Simulations
Much of the literature applauds the use of the computer
, simulations in the Social Studies.
(1985), Duchastel

Moffatt (1986), daetz

(1988), and Curillo (1987) all used

computer simulations effectively-in their classrooms.
Simulations have always been an intregal part of my
classroom.

I use simulations on a variety of topics, in

time periods from two weeks to ten minutes.

I utilize

simulations because my philosophy calls for an active
classroom.

Simulations are part of that activity.

This

philosophy was formed during my college preparation in the
1970's.

This preparation placed a heavy emphasis on the

Inquiry Method.

The Inquiry Method has the students

actively investigate the topic under consideration.
Method often has the students
major aspects of the topic.

1

The

isting or enumerating the

Practical

teaching experience
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has shown that this is not always the best approach.

If

students have no experience or knowledge in the subject
area, they are merely rearranging ignorance when they 1 ist
their opinions.

Unfortunately, simulations seem to ask

students to do just that -- to make decisions with 1 ittle
knowledge.

The students are required to make decisions, to

form opinions, to direct actions without a sufficient base
of knowledge or experience.

But still

I use simulations.

For simulations do have many fine uses.

If I were a

carpenter I would not use a screwdriver to insert a nail, I
would use a hammer.

But a hammer has little· utility in

inserting a screw when compared to a screwdriver.
proper tool for the proper task.

The simulation is a good

educational tool, for the proper task.

Some instructors

attempt to use the simulation for factual
material.

The

presentations of

Such simulation use is very inefficient.

Relying

on the screwdriver analogy, I could drive the nail with the
screwdriver, but I would be very inefficient in the task.
could teach a fund of factual
would be very inefficient.

I

data using a simulation, but I

To teach facts using a

simulation requires a great expenditure of time, and usually
has very mixed results.
would seem to agree.

Carroll

(1986) and McClymer (1987)

The simuJation is not a good fact

giver.
The simulation is however an excellent tool of
motivation.

The simulation generates great excitement for

the subject matter.

People, places, locales, periods of
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history come alive with the simulation.
transported to another time and place.
involved, concerned central

The students are
They become

players in a drama.

The

simulation makes the students concerned about the outcome of
this drama.

This concern is motivation.

Garfield found

just such motivation possible with even college students.63
I use the simulation for motivation purposes.

To this end,

the simulation is ~-chedul ed as an "eye-opener" of a teaching
unit.

The simulation gets the students attention focused on

the upcoming subject matter.

On rare occasions I will use a

simulation as a closing activity, to end a unit of study.
Over the years, simulations have been one of the best
teaching tools in my teaching kit.
The most effective computer classroom experiences
during the 1990-1991 school year were simulations.

The

computer simulations compared very favorable with the
paper-and-pencil simulations I used in 1990-1991.
computer simulations were very convenient.

The

They were easy

to manage, actually involving less paperwork for the teacher
than non-computer simulations.

And the computer simulations

proved to be highly motivational.
enthusiastic in their play.

The students were

The interest in the subject

matter was at a very high level.

Tolman and Allred found

computer simulations valuable in the social studies.

They

felt that the simulations contributed to student motivation,
and that the simulations kept the interest level high.
Tolman and Allred discovered that students viewed the

so
computer as a friendly instructional
this helped motivate the students.64

tool.

They felt that

The results in my

classroom would agree with Tolman and Allred.
The best simulation experience in 1990-1991 was with
INTO THE UNKNOWN, a simulation of exploration in the 1400's.
The students in reality became explorers, charting a voyage
across an unknown ocean to a mysterious new land.

The

eventual student product was a detailed map of the land and
isl ands that they e}:pl ored-.

The "e:-:pl orers" 1 oved the game.

The simulation was the introduction to a unit on explorers,
and Christopher Columbus was the main e:-:ample used in the
unit.

After the simulation, the study of Columbus and his

voyages took on a new meaning.

Readings of excerpts from a

sailor's diary who sailed with Columbus further emphasized
the hardships and the difficulties of the voyages.

Through

the simulation, the diary entries, the class lectures, and
the textbook readings~ the students were exposed to the
complexities of 1 ife and exploration in the 1400's.

Good

simulations create in the students an empathy, a feeling for
the people of the locale or of the historic period.

The

simulation INTO THE UNKOWN was an intregal part of the
e:-:p 1 orers unit.
One additional benefit of computer simulations was the
cooperative learning that was possible.

MFL has mandated

the use of cooperative learning groups in all classes.

When

the cooperative groups used the computer in 1990-1991, they
did so with good results.

The groups were on task.

They
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worked hard to complete the intermediate research and
assignments that i.-Jere necessary to "work their way back" to
the computer.

A group of three or four students was a very

manageable number at one computer.

The involvement was

high, and enthusiasm levels were good.

Some students, and

even a few parents, stopped me on the street to talk about
the simulations.
During the 1990-1991 school
simulations were a success.
students, and parents.

year the computer

Interest level

The goal

in the subject matter was met.
simulations were also effective.

was high among

set to motivated students
The paper-and-pencil
The simulation as a tool

of instruction is a strong motivational

tool.

However, the

computer simulation was for the most part easier and less
time consuming to manage.

'
The
software was self-managing,

making help immediately available to the student by pressing
the

11

?

11

key.

In the computer simulations any recordkeeping

could be done by the students.

In each cooperative group,

the recorder's role was to maintain the records.

This role,

recorder, rotated among the group members, as did all
roles.

the

Thus, the computer simulations had a high level of

student involvement.

The computer simulations also

displayed a savings in time for the instructor.

I will

use

more computer simulations in 1991-1992 to achieve that
savings in time, and to maintain the high level of student
involvement.
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But there are pitfalls to using simulations.

The

biggest pitfall of simulations is the use of the simulation
as a "plug-in."

A plug-in is a unit or technique that the

teacher borrows from another teacher.

Then, without prior

thought and preparation, the simulation is dropped into the
curriculum.

Little thought is given to the learning

environment and how this simulation will
of the learning environment.
success been taught?

blend with the rest

Have the necessary skills for

Will the "strangeness" of a new style

of teaching be disruptive?

The simulation fits into my

classroom well, but many learning environments are
ill-suited to simulations.
I think in education we are too ready to look for
plug-ins.

We want a panacea, a way to solve the problems in

our classroom.

We seem to look for a cure for all our ills,

a formula for recovery.

And our search seeks out other

teachers to find "the.answer."
needs to be in the mirror.

I think that our search

The one who has the answers for

your classroom is in the mirror.

You can find the answer to

any problem within your own abilities.

Rather than look for

a plug-in solution, look for ideas that you can build on in
your own classroom.

Draw upon yourself for the answers.

One way we find the answers is to borrow materials from
other professional educators.
those borrowed materials.

Too often we just plug-in

Too often as teachers, we are too

easily satisfied with the materials we have been given.
accept the textbook as written.

We use the simulation

We
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e:-: act l y as described in the manual .
the materials, we should amend.

We should alter, edit,

supplement, enhance the materials.
materials "our own."
simulations.

Rather than plugging-in

We should make the

I have used many paper-and-pencil

Every simulation is amended, alterred, edited,

supplemented, enhanced.

I made the materials "my own."

My

task in 1991-1992 is to make the computer simulations my
own.

I need to make the computer simulations unique, just

as my other simulations are unique.
A simulation can motivate.

A simulation can create an

empathy or feeling for a historic time or a locale.

A

simulation can be a valuable part of a unit of study,
serving to motivate and stimulate.
that.

Computer simulations do

In addition, computer simulations are easy to manage.

I plan to use simulations in 1991-1992.
Databses
I am excited about the use of databases in my classroom
with my students.

Many articles have been written about the

effective utilization of existing databases.
experiments with databases were successful.

The 1990-1991
But what is a

da.tabase?
A database is a l isting of information, usually about a
geographic region or a collection of nations or states.

The

isting might include: population, land area, capital city,
per capita income, amount spent of the military, number of
TVs per 100,000 people, number of cars, radios, doctors,
average life expectancey, infant mortality rate, leading
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languages, major religions, largest cities, large lakes and
bodies of water.

The software then allows the user of the

database to rank the nations based on one of the categories
of information.

Or many databases allow the user to find

relationships between nations.
all

An example would be to find

the nations with populations less than 150,000,000, that

speak French, and possess resources of iron ore.

The

computer would search the data on command, and arrive at all
the nations with the desired characteristics.
In the past my classes have attempted to do much the
same e:-:ercises, but we used "data sheets" instead of a
database.

The data sheets contained much the same

information as most databases.
were 1 ists of very dry numbers.

However, the data sheets
In using the data sheets,

the students usually saw highs and lows, or possibly
compared a nation's data to that of the United States.

The

data sheets were valuable, but I was uncomfortable with the
learning that took place.

The questioning that went on was

often low-level, usually at the memorization level.
Databases possess more power.
With the database, my students were able to manipulate
the numbers.

They could "play" ~"'i th the numbers to compare,

contrast, analyze.
rank the data.
type.

The database allowed the students to

They could group the data by category or

By such manipulation, the students could potentially

gain new insights and understandings from the data.
data would come alive, not be dry and boring.

The

The students
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only difficulty was in discovering the "language" of the
database software.
Rooze (1986, 1987) talked of the "language" or "code"
of the database.

Rooze instructed his students in the

"code" or style of the database.

He felt that his students

could progress faster when they possessed the skill
necessary to manipulate the database.

I was aware of the

Rooze article as I entered 1990-1991, but I ignored his
advice nonetheless.

I came to agree with Rooze after

~•Jatching my students struggle with the "code" of the first
database.

The students could follow the directions, but

they had difficulty making the comparisons and groupings
necessary to complete the research.

I made a faulty

assumption in preparing thP ~econd database unit.

I assumed

that the first database would have taught the students how
I was very wrong.

to decode the database.
code or language of •11

I taught the

later databases, and the students

had positive experiences.

After knowing the code, and with

practice, the insights of the students using the database
improved.

I, the teacher, improved with practice.

I do

need to work on my database questioning tactics, making my
questions more sequential.

With proper questioning, the

students should be able to utilize their higher level
thinking skills.
In 1990-1991 my classes used two types of databases.
They especially enjoyed the game formats, ZAZOOM, SATELLITE
DOWN, and EASY SEARCH.

ZAZOOM had them searching for a
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mysterious 1 ittle genie hiding somewhere in the world.
SATELLITE DOWN searched for a lost downed satellite using
clues about the geography of the area.
locating a new factory to fulfill

EASY SEARCH involved

specified criteria.

game format databases were very popular.
database could be called a traditional

The

The other type of

format.

One such

traditional database, MECC DATA QUEST: MIDDLE EAST, was very
useful during the Iraq/Kuwait War.

Traditional databases

1 ist the data and have commands that allow the ranking,
grouping, or comparing of the data.

In general , the

information was not boring or dry when it appeared on a
computer screen.
The students seem to become involved with whatever
appears on a monitor.

I would guess that this phenomenon

would'change as computer use becomes more common.
it exists, I will take advantage of it.
powerful

But while

The database is a

teaching too] that the students enjoy.

As the

students, and their teacher, become more practiced with
databases, the benefits will

increase.

For now, one benefit

is the statistical analysis of other countries or states.
Another benefit is the higher order thinking skills
practiced in database use.
The students did use ZAZOOM, MECC DATA QUEST, EASY
SEARCH; and SATELLITE DOWN in 1990-1991.
utilize those databases?

But did they fully

Unfortunately, I find myself

agreeing with Stoltman's gatekeeper view of the the teacher.
Stoltman saw the teacher as restricting the possible
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learning by owning, controlling the use of the computer.

My

students were given questions or tasks to perform with each
database.

I encouraged them to discover the information.

But I always stopped short of allowing the students to ''what
if • • • • II

I was a gatekeeper.

I owned the computer, allowing

only strictly controlled access.
student growth.

I see the potential far

Can next year see the gate open?

Projects
The 1 iterature tells of student use of computers to
create projects or assignments.

During the 1990-1991 school

year I did not make use student computer projects.

I did

accept assignments done by same students on word processors.
But I did not actively seek such projects or encourage the
students ta attempt computer projects.
It should be no problem to introduce computer project
assignments ta my students.
individual

The ~tudents in my classes use

learning contracts for their assignments.

Each

student must ''negotiate" their assignments with the
instructor, and then the parents must cosign the contract.
Each student can chase their assignment based on their
interests.
to fulfill

If the students would chose to use the computer
that assignment, it is possible.

Each contract

lists the assignment timel ine, when the work is to be
completed.

The only change necessary to introduce computer

projects is to encourage and publicize their possibility.
Vlahakis (1988), Martha (1986), and Baer (1987) had
students doing interesting computer-based projects in their
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classrooms.

One project created a colonial newspaper using

a word processor and desttop publishing.

Another created

government handbooks with a database and a spreadsheet.
last began a pen-pal project, but used electronic mail
write the letters.
creative.

The
to

I want the students in my class to be

I offer suggestions but the actual choice is

theirs to make.

I will continue to follow that pol icy with

the computer projects.

The students must assume

responsibility for themselves and their work.
As I watch my students work on the computer in
1990-1991, I came to realize the computer's true value.
computer does not think.
commands.

The

The computer merely follows

The actual thinking must be done by the operator,

the student.

By giving the student a tool that requires
'

thoughtful, rational commands to operate, I have fostered
rational thought.

Normal computer activities are heavily

teacher directed, with the organization supplied by the
teacher.

With student computer projects, the thinking and

the organization must come from the student.

I will

use

student computer projects next year.
The 1990-1991 school

year involved the exploration of a

variety of software, which includes:
APPLEWORKS
PRINTSHOP
TRAVELS WITH ZAZOOM

THE WORLD

TRAVELS WTIH ZAZOOM

THE UNITED STATES

GRADMASTERS
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GEOGRAPHY SKILLS: VOCABULARY
GEOGRAPHY SKILLS: MAPS
GEOGRAPHY SKILLS: LAND ENVIRONMENT
GEOGRAPHY SKILLS: CLIMATES
EASY SEARCH: SIXTY COUNTRIES
EASY SEARCH: THE UNITED STATES
GALACTIC ZOO
MECC UTILITIES
MECC ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES.
NON-WESTERN CULTURES: AFRICA/MIDDLE EAST
NON-WESTERN CULTURES: INDIA/LATIN AMERICA
NON-WESTERN CULTURES: CHINA/JAPAN
GREAT KNOWLEDGE RACE
HISTORY OF THE U.S. DEMONSTRATION
'
U.S. HISTORY: GROWTH OF THE NATION

TIME NAVIGATOR
SATELLITE DOWN: WORLil
SATELLITE DOWN: U.S.
MECC DATAQUEST: AFRICA/MIDDLE EAST
MECC DATAQUEST: LATIN AMERICA
INTO THE UNKNOWN
ECONOMICS: TEACHER CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATION
ECONOMICS: DEFINITIONS AND LAWS
PUBLISH IT
GRAPH IT
PAINTWORKS
SLIDESHOP
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In 1990-1991 I investigated teacher utility programs,
computer-assisted-instruction, simulations, databases, and
to a lesser degree student projects using the computer.

I

entered the school year with a desire to introduce the
computer into my classroom.

That desire was partially

fueled by conversations with professionals who were using
computers in the classroom.

And the desire was also fueled

by the overwhelmingly favorable literature on computers in
the social studies classroom.

But primarily, the desire to

introduce computers into my classroom came from a drive to
remain innovative.
teaching.

I wanted to avoid any stagnation in my

I enjoy being on the leading edge of my

profession.
A teacher does not need to be innovative to be a good
teacher.

Dr. Fox at U.N.I. was one of the greatest

lecturers I ever heard.
innovative.

But hief style was far from

Conservative, classic, possibly eccentric would

be better descriptors of Dr. Fox's teaching style.

Dr. Fox

taught in a style that was consistent with his personality.
My personality lends itself to a much different teaching
style than Dr. Fox.
My teaching style thrives on innovation.
feel

progressive.

overcome.

I gain fulfillment through challenges

I enjoy change.

teaching units constantly.

I improve, alter, amend my
1990-1991 continued that process

by experimentirig with the computer.
year will

I need to

be the implementation year.

The 1991-1992 school
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1990-1991 showed that the computer could generate
enthusiasm in my students.

The students were active,

involved in the learning environment.

Taken with

cooperative learning (as mandated by the MFL School), the
computer works well.

Cooperative groups of three to four

students seemed well suited to computer usage.
helped motivate the students.

The computer

The students like to use the

computer.
The computer fits into the students' world.

The

students 1 ive in a world of TV, VCRs, camcorders, CDs, an
endless array of technology.

My seven year old daughter is

already well versed in computer use.
of the students' world.

The computer is part

The computer should be used in

portraying that world in the classroom.
use the computer in the classroom.

The teacher should
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CHAPTER FOUR
1991-1992: IMPLEMENTATION YEAR
The past school
experimentation.
motives.

year, 1990-1991, was a year of

This experimentation came for a variety of

The prime motives were curiousity, hunger for

innovation, required curriculum revision, and somewhat, this
research paper.

I began with a healthy dose of skepticism.

The number of hours spent before a computer terminal fa~
exceeded by expectations.

The computer usage in the past

year has been very successful at times, and very inefficient
at other times.

Despite the unsuccessful times, I have

concluded that the computer can be beneficial to my
instruction.

The year of actual

implementation will be

1991-1992 .•
Marlow Ediger (1987) expressed the opinion that most
educational philosophies were compatible with computer
usage.

Ediger advocated that all computer lessons, whether

based on a humanistic philosophy or a behavoristic
philosophy, be: 1) meaningful and achievable, 2) sequential,
3) purposeful.

Flouris (1987) challenged software producers

to address clearly identified Social Studies goals in their
programs.

Both Ediger and Flouris are correct.

to disagree with such conclusions.

It is hard

A classroom teacher has

little control over the authors of software or the packaged
materials accompanying software.

However, the teacher can
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choose materials and software based on clear instructional
objectives.

The teacher can edit, delete, and supplement.

On a more pr act ica l day-to-day level , the classroom
teacher must confront the "small

II

obstacles.

A 1985

E.R.I.C. study found the biggest hurdles for integration of
the computer into Social Studies were the dai~y problems of
scheduling, and movement of equipment.63
surveyed Social Studies teachers.
a shortage of high school software.
used the computer in instruction.

Schug (1988)

He found a concern about
Schug found one in five
Schug felt the answer was

intensive training of teachers in software selection and
instructional techniques involving the computer.

While I

agree that teachers n~ed to be taught the potential uses of
computers, another inservice day or even a full
the answer.

week is not

Rather, if the obstacles to computer use could

be confronted,· i.e., if every te~cher had easy access to a
computer, the usage wbuld increase.
time accumulating materials.

Teachers spent enough

They do not need further

"hassles" in their day.
I have become convinced that the computer is a valuable
tool of instruction.

The students of today need to be

familiar with the computer and its uses.

Moreover, the

computer can be used to motivate the Social Studies
students.

Used correctly, the computer can attack higher

order thinking skills.

However, the computer is only a

tool , just one of many such tools available to the teacher.
Teacher Utility Program~
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In the 1991-1992 school

year I will

make increased use

of the teacher utility programs available.

APPLEWORKS will

help compose tests, quizes, study guides, reading guides,
and all

the rest of the paperwork for my classes.

The past

year, 1990-1991, was spent entering the information into the
computer.

The time spent will

savings in 1991-1992.

prove worthwhile in time

Also, my files will be more

accessible on computer disk than in manila folders.
coroputer disk I will

On

experience a savings in file space.

Additionally, I can call up a file from a computer disk at
the touch of a button.

I will use MECC TEACHER UTILITIES to

compose worksheets, quizes, crossword puzzles, word
searches, and activity sheets.

I will use PRINTSHOP to

compose overhead displays, graphics, banners, bulletin

'
boards,
and other visuals.
Such use of the word processor is far superior to
cut-and-paste procedures.
and 1 ine 1 ength.
text.

I can change fonts, print size,

I can edit, delete, or add to the original

The storage of files on computer disk is very

convient, both for space savings and for ease of retrieval.
Worksheets, puzzles, and activity sheets are available from
a variety of publishers, but teacher-composed materials from
my own instructional units would be superior.

Such

teacher-created materials would have more relevance and be
more test-worthy than the published materials.
Computer-composed worksheets would review the material
taught, not approximate the material

from class.

I have a
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tendency to ignore published materials in formulating test
items, thus making published worksheets less valuable to the
students in preparing for tests.
own,

If activity sheets are my

I am more 1 ikel y to incorporate them into the "mi:-:" of

the teaching unit.

The computer programs will

create such worksheets.
visual

be used to

The computer can also make more

overheads, bulletin boards, and banners.

I am not

particularly good at "art," so this will enhance my
cl ass"'oom.
Another teacher utility is for grading and report
cards.

I wi 11 be trying GRADE MANAGER aga.in', to computerize

my grading.

While I have reservations, I will

teachers experimenting with the system at MFL.
promising benefit from the system will
of grades for the students.

be one of the
The most

be frequent updates

As of now, the projected goal

is to show the students their gr~des every two weeks.

Paper

and pen methods would-make such updates very time consuming.
The computer "spreadsheet II should make it a manageable goal •
The frequent updates will
on student performance.

hopefully have a positive impact
From past experience, frequent

updates are very beneficial.

Such updates help motivate and

focus the student on the classroom tasks.
such updates with individual

I have only done

students before.

Supplying

bi-weekly grades to an entire class should prove
interesting.

The administration is considering making the

GRADE MANAGER system mandatory and system-wide in 1992-1993.
Computer generated report cards would also be instituted at
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The plan is to network all

thc1t time.

the school

and have grades transmitted to the Central
regul .ar basis.

computers

Office on a

This would allow a more accurate tracking of

individual student performances.

Also, this central grade

repository should enable the Guidance Counselor to identify
students experiencing marked grade declines.

Patricia

Hanham (1987) and Delbert Jurdan (1983) offer encouragement
that such software is effective and worthwhile.
Teachers are aggressive evaluators.

Teachers

constantly assess the progress of their students, analyzing
the students' comprehension of the material

being taught.

Teachers are constantly measuring the individual student
against the potential student, approximating the growth of
the individual

in comparison to the ideal student.

are constant, enthusiastic evaluators.
evaluating, it is grading!

Teachers

The problem is not

As a teacher I am to take a

complex individual possessing a blend of strengths and
weaknesses, over an extended period of time, and give
him/her a "grade."

Moreover, that grade is to be a measure

of the individual's growth and achievement as compared to an
ideal , an ideal
performance.

that is lacking any concrete standards of

To answer these demands we create "grading

curves II that statisticians tel 1 u~- are an inappropriate use
of a mathematical concept.

And this nonexistent curve

possesses a margin of error sufficient to make an "A" and a
"C+" rou9hly the same thing.
teachers.

I hate grades, as do most

Teachers are terrible graders but good
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evaluators.

Possibly, with GRADE MANAGER, I can make grades

serve some constructive purpose.
become more evaluative.

Perhap~ my grading can

The 1990-1991 computer grading

attempt failed due to time constraints.

The 1991-1992

computer grading will have added purpose with a more
frequent grade reporting system.

In addition, computer

access should be far easier in 1991-1992.
The plan for 1991-1992 is for my classroom to be
equipped with a computer, which will
Central Office computer.

be networked with the

I will be one of the teachers next

year e;-:perimenting v-Ji th electronic messages and mail .
could be some wonderful
system.

There

benefits if people make use of the

I especially 1 ike the potential for students to

leave messages for teachers, making communication easier and
less threatening for the students.
The grading, the messages, ?nd the teacher utilities,
all must show that they are cost-effective.
playthings, or are they usable?
than paper and pen systems?

Are they merely

Are they more effective

While cost is hard to measure

accurately, I think the monetary expenses involved will
compare favorably to traditional
time is considered.

methods, if secretarial

These systems must also be time

efficient to make themselves Justified.

If

computer-generated report cards are used, work will not be
duplicated.

Grades will go directly from the teacher to the

computer desktop publisher.

And the school must make a

commitment to supply the hardware to make computers
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available to the teachers in their individual classrooms for
these systems to work.

Without easy access to the computer,

the teacher utilities will not be effective.

A few minutes

between classes can allow the entry of grades from the
previous class section.

A planning period can be spent in

comfort in your classroom with all the needed materials
nearby -- if each teacher had a computer in his/her room.
The MFL School
hardware.

is verbally committed to supplying computer

I hope to see a similAr financial

commitment.

Computer-Assisted-Instruction
I saw in 1990-1991 that I must work hard if I am to
make use of computer-assisted-instruction.
untapped area.

CAI is an

If I was effective with siide/tape

presentations, the computer offe~s a similar, more powerful
media.

"Classroom Nintendo" is available.

I did very

My initial hesitations,

little in this area the past year.

or roadblocks, would seem to be present.
Any teacher wants to be in control of the classroom.
"Discipline with Dignity" or Assertive Discipline all
address this concern of the teacher.

MFL is currently in

the process of instituting these discipline programs
system-wide.
classroom?

Will

the computer decrease my "control" of the

I am confident that it will not be a problem.

If the computer is used as a tool

of instruction, the

computer becomes "an overhead" in a sense.
a textbook, but I use it.
pick the sections I will

I do not control
use in class.

I do not control
a video, but I

I do not control
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student research presentations, but I offer a framework for
that research and presentation.

I can do the same with the

computer.
Time to prepare the computer-assisted lesson is still a
factor.

With three preparations, coaching, and family

responsibilities, time is a problem.

A teacher-friend

describes his teaching units as "BK and AK"
After-Kids).

My goal will

(Before-Kids and

be to use the Summer of 1991 to

generate three units: Houses around the World, Farming
around the World, and the Revolutionary War.

All

three

units are for seventh grade classes, beginning at the end of
the first semester and continuing into the second semester.
This should allow for modification as I become more
sophisticated in computer use during the 1991-1992 school
year.
One possible offshoot from the teacher utility programs
will

be overhead transparencies from the computer.

Using

PAINTSHOP, PRINTSHOP, AND CERTIFICATE MAKER, I will have the
capability of graphics and different font styles for a more
visual

presentation.

With the help of AEA Media Services I

can also make color transparencies using these programs.

In

fifteen years of classroom teaching I have found that
colorful , bright, gimmicky materials work best.
materials catch the eye.

Such

In a presentation I need a "hook,"

a "grabber," to gain the students' attention and interest.
I think the computer can be my hook at times.

At other

times the computer can be my aide, helping illustrate and
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coordinate information.

Finally, the computer can be used

as a direct overhead at times.
But the central question is still ease of computer
access.

In 1991-1992, I will

classroom on a regular basis.

have a computer in my
This should relieve the

access problems that I experienced at times in 1990-1991.
Especially for presentations utilizing
computer-assisted-instruction, the one computer should work
wel l .
If I were to identify one limitation of computer use in
The teacher faces

the classroom, I would single out access.

a monumental task to accumulate the necessary materials for
a presentation.

No wonder many Social Studies teachers use

the textbook exclusively.

To acquire films, filmstrips,

projectors, tapes, tape players, videos, VCRs, TVs, slides
and s1 ide projectors, books, mag~zines, newspapers,
pictures, supplementary readings, becomes a staggering task.
To do so for three separate presentations, five days a week,
180 teaching days a year is very difficult.

The computer

can be harder to schedule than anything else in the school
If a teacher cannot schedule computer time, at a time that
coincides with the lessons to be used, this new technology
is not going to be used.

Access is vital.

Administrations seem focused on computer labs.

The

clustering of computers in a small room, formerly a
"closet," seems to be a priority.

Computer classes will use

the computer lab for two periods a day.

Then any class that
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wants to schedule time can use the computer lab.

I think

the computer lab isolates the computer, ~aking the computer
a separate curriculum.

In a computer lab, we teach how to

use a computer, we do n6t teach using a computer.

I

advocate placing one computer in each classroom, on a cart.
The teacher can also use the computer as discussed earlier
for teacher utilities.
presentations.

The teacher can use the computer for

Individual students can use the computer for

tutorials, remedial work, enrichment, or individual
projects.

When the teacher needs more than one computer,

he/she can borrow computers from neighboring. classrooms.
The teacher can wheel the computers-on-carts into their
classroom.

I view the computer lab as the anchor that

1 imits the computer from being used for instruction.

At

MFL, we are currently much better at learning how to use a
computer than we are at using a ~omputer to learn.
Cost is still a ~oncern, especially the cost of
hardware.

The MFL School

hardware for the students.
it wi 1 1 happen.

is committed to providing computer
It will

be a matter of time but

School budgets in the next few years will

be tight, I am afraid.

Computers must be made a high

priority to experience any growth.
Software is e:-:pensive as ~..,el 1.

The AEA, Area Education

Agency, is accumulating a large file of software in its
lending library.

These programs come in classroom sets and

are well described and documented in the Media Catalog.
Such a lending 1 ibrary, similar to film and filmstrip
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libraries, is the wave of the future.
that the software will
changes.

The danger is always

become obsolete as the hardware

Apple Computers seems committed to a dual course.

Apple strives for progress in hardware.

But at the same

time, Apple strives to protect the software base built up by
schools and the AEA.

Also, MFL belongs to a consortium

through the AEA that has a 1 icense to copy programs from
Focus publishers, MECC publishers, and Scholastic
publishers.

The cost is $2.50 a disk, and manuals are

available from $.75 to $3.75 a copy (depending on how many
pages are involved).

The cost is minimal, and manageable.

For 1991-1992, I set aside money in my textbook and supply
budget to buy computer programs.

For the same cost as a

Weekly Reader or a classroom set of workbooks, I will have a
variety of new computer software.

And obviously, with a

1 ibrary of 300+ programs, the AEA has a vast selection of
software.

Availability is not a problem.

Additionally, I plan in 1991-1992 to make use of
tutorials, especially for the more advanced students.
tutorials are used for remedial

students.

Often

It would be

sensible to remediate with a teacher rather than a computer.
The better students could use the tutorials for enrichment.
GEOGRAPHY SKILLS, ECONOMICS LAWS, most of the database
programs, would all

benefit the better students.

I can

supplement their in-class work.

I can take more time with

the students who need additional

help.

Some tutorials can

be made part of the instruction, with out-of-classs work by
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cooperative groups.

Such groups can work on a special skill

or set of vocabulary words, and then present in a panel
format about their discoveries to the class as a whole.

If

I want to individualize my classroom, then the computer
could help achieve that goal .
The goal

is to improve instruction.

lessons can do that.

Computer-assisted

One limiting factor in 1990-1991 was

the difficulty of access to computers for myself and for my
students.

1991-1992 should allow easier access.

is also a factor.
current methods.

But fear

I am a good teacher, practicing my
I espouse that I have to "bomb

better, to be innovative.

II

tc, get

But do I really believe that?

must focus in 1991-1992 on the pa.st -- I did "bomb!
first simulations were terrible.
boring for the players.
disaster.
but it will

11

I

My

Role-playing at first was

My first learning contract was a

The computer will

be less than perfect at first,

work, if·I work at using it.

Simulations
Simulations proved to be the most effective programs
used during 1990-1991.

The simulations were used as openers

(introductions to units of instruction) or as closers
(ending activities to units of instruction).

There were two

main objectives involved in the simulations.

The first

objective with the simulations was motivation of the
students.

Secondly, simulations were used to generate an

empathy for the people from that period of history or area
of the ~-./orl d.

The simulations in 1990-1991 were not used as
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primary instructional

tools.

As mentioned earlier in this

paper, I view simulations as good motivators and as tools to
provide a feeling or empathy for a locale or a period of
history.

I think simulations are misused and inefficient

when used for factual

instruction.

The one noticeable

difficulty during 1990-1991 was the lack of strong
supportive materials and readings accompanying the
simulations.

The one exception was INTO THE UNKNOWN, which

had great_supportive materials.
I plan in 1991-1992 to make use of computer simulations
in a very similar way to what I did in 1990-1991.
sirnul at ions c::::.,1 be motivators and "eye-openers."

Such
In Seventh

Grade American History I plan to use INTO THE UNKNOWN for
the explorers unit.

I will use U.S. HISTORY II during the

'
study of the
Revolution.
will

In Seventh Grade World Cultures, I

use SANGA in the Africa unit and NON-WESTERN CULTURES:

CHINA/JAPAN during the study of Asia.

I will continue to

use paper and pencil simulations as well.

DISCOVERY and

BOXCARS are strong paper and pencil simulations that have
had a positive influence on Seventh Grade students in the
past.

I will

in 1991-1992.

continue to use these non-computer simulations
Geography will use NON-WESTERN CULTURES:

LATIN AMERICA and NON-WESTERN CULTURES: CHINA/JAPAN.
Economics will

use simple simulations such as LEMONADE

STAND, and more complex simulations such as INFLATION.
Economics will

continue with paper and pencil si~ulations

such as MFL INC., MERCHANT, and AUTOMOBILE.

Sociology will
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not use computers as a class, but individual students will
use DIALOG for topical

research.

Paper and pencil simulations are good, but management
is always a problem.

Time i s l imited, and all

the small

groups participating need the teacher's (or Game Director's)
help and attention.

Too much of the action and attention

can be focused on the teacher in such a case.

The computer

simulations save a great deal of time and effort in managing
the play o~ the students.

Computer simulations take care of

the recordkeeping for the most part.

Review of instructions

is usually built into the program, rel ieving,the teacher of
multi-questions to be answered.
the simulation, not the teacher.

The students can focus on
For a few days at least,

the teacher is not central to the learning, a good lesson
'

for the students.
Most of the simulations have a Master Disk and a
Student Disk.

In many simulations the teacher can limit the

amount of information available to the students, or open
access to all the information.

The teacher is in control,

or as in control as with a paper and pencil simulation.
Cost of software and hardware are, as previously
mentioned, not of great concern.

Access to computers does

become a prime consideration however.

One computer was

attempted on two occasions in 1990-1991, with dismal
results.

Use of the computer lab with 15 computers was

better, but the room is too small for a comfortable class
setting.

The ideal number of computers seemed to be three
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(for reasons to be explained shortly).

To schedule and move

two computers into my classroom (since I already will have
one computer in the room permanently) will

be manageable.

In fact, moving in three or four computers at times in
1990-1991 was not a problem, thus this should work well

in

1991-1992.
If there are limitations on simulations using the
computer, one would be the lack of supportive material to
supplement the software.

With the exception of INTO THE

UNKNOWN, the simulations were lacking in supportive
materials.

Next year, 1991-1992, I plan to generate a

packet of readings and activities to accompany each computer
simulation.

This will be similar to packets I have

accumulated in the past, and should not be a major hurdle to
the computer simulations.
Three in-room computers se~ms to be the right number
because of cooperati~e groupings.

MFL has mandated the use

of cooperative groups in all classes.

I have used

cooperative groups for a number of years, ever since I
enrolled in a graduate class in Motivation.

The past year

has seen a stepped-up use of cooperative groups in my
classroom.
students.

My groups are composed of three or four
The computer has become a great activity for

cooperative groups.

Three or four students fit around the

computer screen easily.

Roles within the groups are ~asy to

identify, such as typist, leader, and recordkeeper (with all
the roles rotating daily).

For each simulation I use
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support materials and establish a sequential timetable for
play of the game.

This results 1n roughly one-third of the

class being at the computers (3 to 4 groups), one-third will
be working on research, and one-third will

be doing

follow-up activities to prepare for computer play.

The

students work their way back to the computer.
Simulations are highly regarded by many authors.
Moffatt < 1986) , Daetz
(1987),

Carroll

( 1985) , Duchastel

(1986),

( 1988) , Cirullo

McClymer (1987), Garfield <1987) all

saw the computer simulation as beneficial to the Social
Studies classroom.

Stoltman (1983) considered the computer

simulation to be one of the best uses for the computer.
Tolman and Allred (1984) thought the computer simulation was
wonderful

for student motivation and for raising student

interest to new heights.

They observed that the students

consider the computer as a friendly instructional tool
only they held their-textbooks in similar regard).

(if

With

proper support materials and proper preparation, the
simulations involving the computer can be valuable.
Often simulations are identified as sources of higher
order thinking.

I think this is a foolish assumption.

lecture can foster higher order thinking.

Discussion can be

a powerful agent to generate higher order thinking.
playing can raise the reasoning level

The

Role

of the students.

Films, audio tapes, videos, and even computers can be used
to enhance higher order thinking skills.

It is not the tool

that the teacher choses, but how the teacher makes use of
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the tool

that produces results.

The questions during the

simulations and especially the questions that are used in
the debriefing are vital
skills.

to generating higher order thinking

Each teaching unit should include a hierarchy of

questions to help the teacher achieve these higher levels of
reasoning.

I must include such a hierarchy of questions

with each of my computer simulations.

The computer can be a

valuable tool, if used correctly.
Databases
During 1990-1991 I found databases to be the most
powerful

software available.

In the past I used "data

sheets" for the students in my class, but the databases
proved to be much easier for the students to use and
manipulate.

Data sheets are lifeless shet?..__ts of numbers.

Students must look for rankings, trends, relationships on
their own.
help.

Such insights are di~ficult to achieve without

Computer databases are also lists of numbers, but the

computer can manipulate those numbers.

The computer can

change the 1 istings based on specified commands.

The MECC

DATA QUEST: MIDDLE EAST, a traditional database, was very
effective during the Iraq/Kuwait War.

Other databases on a

game format, ZAZOOM and EASY SEARCH, were very effective on
both the seventh grade a.nd high school 1 evel •
Using APPLEWORKS spreadsheets or data sheets the
teachers can construct their own databases.
consuming and frustrating.
existiing databases.

This is time

I plan to utilize and to modify

Geography classes will use MECC DATA
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QUEST: MIDDLE EAST, MECC DATA QUEST: LATIN AMERICA, EASY
SEARCH: FIFTY STATES, EASY SEARCH: SIXTY COUNTRIES,
SATELLITE DOWN: STATES, and SATELLITE DOWN: WORLD.
Grade World Cultures will

Seventh

use ZAZOOM: STATES, ZAZOOM: WORLD,

and SATELLITE DOWN: WORLD.

Sociology will use databases

from the DIALOG netwrk, primarily census data on the United
States and Iowa.

DIALOG uses a phone modem to connect with

computer systems throughout the nation.

Last year DIALOG

instituted a toll-free 800 number, el imjnating the cost of
the phone call.

The only difficulty remaining with DIALOG

is understanding the commands necessary to complete an
information search.

All

the databases have the ability to

be edited and augmented by the teacher.
I feel

very much in control of databases.

The

'

preparation time is manageable if I use existing databases
and modify them.

I found the cgmputer lab to be the best

site for use of the databases.

Having two students per

computer seems to work the best.

I have already arranged to

schedule my Geography classes into periods that do not have
Computer Literacy classes scheduled.
will

Seventh Grade classes

be more challenging to schedule.

classes will

However, these

use databases less frequently.

And I can

arrange three computers in my classroom without much
difficulty.

I would modify my lesson plans to use the

database with some other activity so that the students could
be rotated to the three computers.

Cost of the software is

minimal and becoming more available all the time.
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Bil of

(1987),

Brown (1987), Budin (1987), Cohen (1987)

Canipe (1983), Freeman and Tagg (1985), Jagger (1988), Hunt
and Allen

(1988)

classroom tool.

saw the database as a very powerful
Rooze (1986) wrote that the teacher using

databases must teach how to use the database, to break the
"code" of the database.

This is especially critical for

using the DIALOG database.

Rooze concluded that the

students could be helped to find relationships, to see cause
and effect, to compare and contrast, to draw conclusions,
I agree.

and to evaluate the information in the database.

I watched my students struggle with the "code" of the
databases this past year.

The students must be instructed

in the code of the database.

Additionally, the students

should receive instruction in drawing conclusions,
evaluating, comparing and contrasting.
taught in all subject areas at ~1

Such skills are

levels (according to our

curriculum scope and-sequence survey), but I think Social
Studies has a special role to play in that instruction.
I was disappointed in the level of thinking I generated
with databases during 1990-1991.
remain on the factual
1991-1992

or recall

I allowed the questions to
level too much.

In

I will strive to spend my preparation time in

expanding the level of questions used.

I must challenge my

students to raise their goals, to think independent 1 y ,. to be
dissatisfied with rote memorization.
the level

I must work to raise

of my questioning to aid this development.

computer can only answer commands; it cannot think.

The
The
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students will

have to think if confronted with improved

questions.
Joseph Stoltman (1983) divided computer usage into
three levels: 1) stand alone instructional tool, 2)
instructional support device, and 3) experimental tool of
inquiry and discovery.

Stoltman saw the third category as

filled by databases, with the s.tudents asking "what if ... "
questions.

He warned of the teacher becoming the

"gatekeeper" of the computer.
very controlled, well

A gatekeeper would allow only

monitored use of the computer.

If the

teacher "owns" the computer, the students become
button-pushers rather than active learners.
1990-1991 I was definitely a gatekeeper.

During

In 1991-1992 I

hope to make the gate open.
Student Project~
During 1990-1991 I made no use of the computer for
student projects.

I allowed the students to "negotiate"

assignments on their learning contracts that involved the
computer, but I did not encourage the use of the computer.
In 1991-1992 I will

encourage the use of the word processor

by the students.
Vlahakis (1988) reported on the use of the word
processor to make colonial newspapers as history projects.
I will use PUBLISH IT software to make newspapers from
various periods of history.

The software allows the mixing

of text with graphics for a very visual newspaper.

With

some help, even the younger students should be able to
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compose such projects.

Similar desktop newspapers would

make a fine project for the more advanc~d students in the
class.
Using software called SLIDE SHOP, it is possible to
connect the VCR, the TV, the computer, and the camcorder
together to create videos.

I see real

software for my own presentations.

possibilities in this

The students could also

experiment with "Classroom Nintendo'' in their own creative
projects.

The possibilities are endless.

Currently I use learning contracts in all my classes.
These contracts are "negotiated" between the. students and
the teacher, and cosigned by the parents.

The computer

could become another format for presentation of assignments.
Geography students could construct travel
word processor.

brochures with the

Sociology students could computerize the

information from their "primary_research" project, their own
survey data.

Or Sociology students could use census data to

make a database.

History students could make newspapers

with the word processsor.

Economics students could use the

word processor PUBLISH IT to construct graphs of economic
trends.

Or Economics students could create newspaper ads

selling products using faulty advertising techniques.

The

assignment possibilities are 1 imited only by the creativity
of the students.
The computer will not change the way I manage
assignments.

The computer will

become another format for

the students to use in the completion of their work.

The
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amount of time involved in evaluating assignments will
remain constant, even with the introduction of computer
projects.

The only cost involved will

be the few software

programs involved and possibly some data disks for the
students to use.

The only foreseeable problem could be

student access to a computer to complete an assignment.

By using the computer lab, the

This toe can be managed.

computer in the Library, my classroom computer, and home
computers, the students could gain the needed access to a
computer.
In 1991-1992 I will

also expand the learning contracts

to include cooperative projects.
a natural

Computer projects could be

for cooperative learning.

Students already use

camcorders, audio recorders, videos, and many other forms of
media to complete assignments.

The computer could allow a

cooperative group to complete aflroject using another form
of media.
school.

Cooperative learning is a priority for the entire
The computer will create a new avenue for

cooperative learning to occur.
The true benefit of the computer might be in the area
of cooperative learning.
number of ways.

I use cooperative groups in a

I use cooperative groups for study, for

review, for testing, for projects, for discussions, for
presentations.

I identify the roles within the group and

rotate the duties.
cooperative groups.
focal

I follow the proper procedure for
But the groups could benefit from a

point, a common goal

to strive for.

Maybe the
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computer units could supply that objective.

Cooperative

learning is easy to institute but difficult to achieve.

The

computer might be the avenue for cooperation in my
classroom.
Success?
Will
success?

1991-1992 be a success?

Over the years I have "bombed" often!

the classroom exciting.

It makes

Most sections of my plan will

some parts better than others.
work.

Can any teacher guarantee

A small

portion will

work,

not

But the only way to find out what works is to try.

only fail

if I do not try.

I am convinced that the computer

can be a valuable tool, a strong weapon in my instructional
arsenal.

I have only to make the best use of it possible.

With time and pract_J.ce I wi 11 become ski 11 ed in computer
use.
A 1984 article by Robert Barr and Michael
stuck with me throughout my research.

Williams has

Their words are a

true reflection of my own thoughts and philosophy.
sign of success
computer as a

"The

will be the disappearance of the

'star performer'

in the classroom, it will

become as transparent as the overhead projector •... "65
sincerely hope that success will
classroom.

I

I

be "seen" in my 1991-1992
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electronic versions of the workbook.
22. Schug, Mark C.
"What Do Social Studies Teachers Say
about Using Computers?" SOCIAL STUDIES. 78:3.
May/June 1988. pp. 112-115.
shortage of high school software; 1/5 use as
instruction; intensive training of teachers in software
selection and instructional techniques.
23. Ediger, Marlow.
"Computer Use and the Social Studies."
ERIC. 1987.
computer lessons should be 1. meaningful and achievable,
2. sequential, 3. purposeful.; all educational
philosophies can use computers; behaviorist model
requires logical sequential curriculum, humanist model
emphasis on student-teacher planning and open curriculum
24. Flouris, George. "Developing Appropriate Designs for
Instructional Computer Programs in the Social Studies."
SOCIAL STUDIES. 78/1. Jan/Feb. 1987. pp. 17-22.
software must address clearly identified social studies
goals.
Snaden, James N. , et. al.
"Microcomputers in
Geography." ERIC. 1988.
college level; geographers make use of word processors
and desktop publishing, limited use of
computer-assisted-instruction, and increasing use of
computer mapping; geographers must develop software or
the study will be limited in content and quality.
26. Carroll, Catherine E.
"Computer Simulations." SOCIAL
STUDIES REVIEW. 25:3. Spring 1986. pp. 57-59.
benefits of computer simulations.
27. McClymer, .John F.
"HMR Forum: Games, Simulations, and
Teaching-Round Two." HISTORY MICROCOMPUTER REVIEW.
3: 1 . pp • 24-30.
computer games can be used and misused.
"Using Simulations in the Classroom:
28. Garfield, Robert.
Teaching World Civilizations through the 'Machine'."
HISTORY MICROCOMPUTER REVIEW. 3/1. Spring 1987. pp.
7-13.
college students; computer simulation done correctly can
be the key to student motivation.
"Computing across the Curriculum."
29. Ferguson, Jim.
SOCIAL STUDIES. 80/2. March/April 1989. pp. 69-72.
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30.

use computer across entire curriculum; fourth graders
write a Indiana history simulation.
Cirullo, William D.
"Integrating the Computer in Fourth
Grade.
SOCIAL EDUCATION. 51 :2. Feb. 1987. pp.
139-140.
use of the computer to plan a simulated seven day trip
around the state; used to measure difference and make
comparisons.
Moffatt, Ian.
"Teaching Environmental Systems Model 1 ing
Using Computer Simulation.
.JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY IN
10:1. 1986. pp. 53-60.
HIGHER EDUCATION.
interactive simulations to study environmental impacts.
Parisi, Lynn.
"Computer Databases: Applications for the
Soc i a 1 Stud i es . " ER I C • 1 985 •
importance of databases essential for future citizenship
participation, research skills, organizational skills,
knowledge retrieval of the future.
Rooze, Gene E.
"Developing Thinking Using Databases:
What's Really Involved?" ERIC.
1987.
databases place students in active rather than passive
role; to teach thinking must have effective questions,
encouraging atmosphere, and patience.
Rooze, Gene E.
"Strategies for Teaching Students to
Process Information Using Databases." ERIC. 1986.
databases are important tool but teacher needed to teach
how to use the database, how to organize, be there to
direct, how to draw conclusions.
find relationships, cause and effect, compare/contrast,
draw conclusions, evaluation.
Graeber, Janet.
"Graphing in Social Studies." SOCIAL
STUDIES REVIEW. 25:3. Spring 1986. pp. 39-46.
use computer graph information (state products or civil
war resources) t6 foster higher level thinking skills.
Yaeger, Michael.
"Using a Database to Investigate the
Presidency: Meet the Presidents." ATSS/UFT JOURNAL.
43/1. Spring 1987.
use of a database for research <Note: many database
projects deal with only numbers or census data, this
does not) .
Hazzard, Sylvia.
"Around the World with a Data Base."
SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA ACTIVITIES MONTHLY. 4/4. Dec.
1987. pp. 43-46.
database use by si:<th graders; did "add files".
Martha, Sister Rolley. "Electronic Spreadsheets."
SOCIAL STUDIES REVIEW. 25:3. Spring 1986. pp. 52-56.
students make their own government handbook using
spreadsheet and database to analyze issues and trends.
Hantula, James.
''You will Love It: Using the Computer
in Asian Studies." SOCIAL STUDIES. 78/1. Jan/Feb.
1987. pp. 30-33.
database searches to research Asia; UNI professor.
Russ, Michael • "Creating and Using Databases in the
Social Studies." PRINTOUT. 3:3. May 1986. pp. 3-7.
11

31.
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33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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41.

42.

43.

44.
45.
46 .

47.
48 .

49.

50.

51.

skills of inquiry, problem-solving, and analysis
developed; practical experience with real-1 ife
information.
Miller, Roger P.
"Using Geocoded Databases in Teaching
Urban Hist6rical Geography." .JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY.
85:4 • .July/Aug. 1986. pp. 148-153.
combining database with pen plotter and digitizer to
teach urban historical geography. Note: Macintosh use.
de Leeuw, G. , Waters, N. M.
"Computerized At 1 ases: The
Potential of Computers in Social Studies." HISTORY AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER. 22:1. 1986. pp. 6-14.
future potential of computerized atlases.
Duchastel, Philip. "Knowledge-Based Instructional
Gaming: GEO." .JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS.
17/3.
1988-1989. pp. 189-203.
Canadian simulation of geography using hypercard.
LeDou:-:, .John C. and Stanley, Charles .J.
"A Comparative
Study of Computer-Based Instruction v. Lecture." ERIC
DOCUMENT 258561.
Hanham, Patricia. "Using the Computer for Classroom
Management." ATSS/UFT JOURNAL. 43/1. Spring 1987.
save time on daily paperwork and recordkeeping.
.Jurden, Delbert A.
"Computers for Clio? Historian
Asks . " COMMUNITY AND JUN I OR COLLEGE .JOURNAL • 53 : 8 .
May 1983. pp. 38-39.
computer for tests, record keeping, reporting, advising.
Fletcher, Marsha, et. al. "Integrating Computers into
the Curriculum." ERIC. 1987.
description and analysis of techniques and software.
.Johnson, Marcia E.
"Computers and Database Management
in the History Curriculum."- HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
TEACHER. 22/3 •. Spring 1987. pp. 149-151.
problems include lack of teaching resources, time
management, software, physical limitations -- feels
these can be overcome.
Sunal-Szymanski, Cynthia, Warash-Gibson, Bobbi.
"Mapping with Young Children." ERIC.
1984.
interaction of computers with maps and globes important
if children are to learn from computer mapping.
Forsyth, Alfred S., .Jr. , Laney, David F.
"Simulated
Travel and Place Location Learning in a Computer
Adventure Game." .JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING
RESEARCH. 3/3.
1987. pp. 377-394.
used different styles of maps along with a computer
game.
Horton, Steven V., et. al . "Teaching Geography to High
School Students with Academic Deficits: Effects of a
Computerized Map Tutorial." LEARNING DISABILITY
QUARTERLY.
11/4. Fall 1988. pp. 371-379.
very small sample; computerized map tutorial
significantly more effective than traditional atlas map
instruction.
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52. Vlahakis, Robert. "The Computer-infused Social Studies
Classroom." CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING. 9:3.
Nov/Dec. 1988. pp. 58-61.
seventh history class student projects (colonial
newspapers); simulations, telecommunication also.
53. Baer, Micki E.
"An Information and 'Cultural' E:-:change
between Two Middle Schools." ERIC. 1987.
created data files on word processors and used modems to
communicate between two schools from different sections
of the state; used community resources, interviews,
historical data, special cultural events, many mediums.
54 . .Johnson, Marcia E.
"Computers and Database Management
in the History Curriculum." HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
TEACHER. 22/3. Spring 1987. pp. 149-151.
problems include lack of teaching resources, time
management, software, physical 1 imitations -- feels
these can,be overcome.
55. Ehman, Lee H. , Glenn, Al 1 en D.
"Computer-Based
Education in the Social Studies." ERIC. 1987.
computers have not revolutionized because so few use
them; flexible instructional tools; students need to be
prepared for effective participation in society;
analysis of existing materials helpful.
56. Roessler, Michael.
"Students Design a Depression
Simulation." SOCIAL EDUCATION. 51:1. .January 1987.
pp. 48-51.
57. Ehman, Lee H., Glenn, Allen D.
"Computer-Based
Education,in the Social Studies." ERIC.
1987.
computers have not revolutionized because so few use
them; flexible instructional tools; students need to be
prepared for effective participation in society;
analysis of existing materials helpful.
58. Lengel, James G.
"Developmental Stages in School
Computer Use: Neither Marx or Piaget." ERIC. 1986.
three stage model: P stage -- introduction of computers
to a select few in the school; D stage -- diffusion to
other areas with emphasis on drill, with resulting
disillusionment; T stage -- computer as a tool and not
as an end of itself or as a subject matter. Recommends
social studies teachers skip first stages and go right
to T stage.
59. Stol tman, .Joseph P.
"Conference on Computer-Assisted
Learning in Geography." .JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY. 82 :6.
Nov/Dec. 1983. pp. 280-281.
computers cannot replace teachers; promote
teacher-student-computer interaction.
60. Weigand, Patrick.
"CAL in the Geography Classroom."
TEACHERS, COMPUTERS, AND THE CLASSROOM. Ivan Reid and
James Rushton, eds. 1985. pp. 138-150.
61. Penn, Irma.
"A Social Studies Computer Simulation:
Alternative Treatments with Grade Five Students."
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHER. 24/1. Fall 1988.
pp. 35-38.
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62.

63.

64.
65.

computer as adjunct to teacher; one computer can be as
effective as many.
Lengel, .James G. "Thinking Skills, Social Studies, and
Computers." SOCIAL STUDIES. 78:1. Jan/Feb. 1987.
pp. 13-16.
use of data bases, simulations, and tutorials to improve
thinking skills; questions if alternative methods are
not just as effective.
Tolman, Marvin N., Allred, Ruel A.
"The computer and
Education: What Research Says to the Teacher." ERIC.
1984.
see photocopy
"K-3 Computer Awareness.
ERIC.
1985
daily problems of usage <moving, scheduling, etc.);
integration into social studies.
Barr, Robert, Wi 11 iams, Michael .
"Aspects of
Pre-service and In-service Teacher Education with
Reference to Computer Assisted L~arning in Geography."
ERIC: COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING IN GEOGRAPHICAL
1984.
EDUCATION.
"the sign of success ••• will be the disctppearance of
the computer as a Jstar performer' in the classroom, it
will become as transparent as the overhead projector .•• "
11
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